
DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

ACADEMIC SESSION 2019-20 

 

 PERSONALITY AT WORKPLACE AND CAREER GUIDANCE 

Date: 9th August 2019 

Time: 12:30-2:00 

Venue: Sophia Girls’ College (Autonomous), Ajmer 

Introduction 

Personality is at the middle of however we tend to move with one another on a 

usual. It provides a framework for understanding why our lives seem like our 

own, and not like our neighbors. Whether or not we’re selecting employment, a 

partner, or maybe a home, our personalities drive our decisions and form the 

ways that our lives take. 

About the event 

On 9th August, 2019, a faculty from ICFAI Business School, Jaipur Dr. Shweta 

Jain took a very intellectual session on how our personality is important at 

workplace. The session was conducted by the “Department of Management- 

Synergy”. 

Details of the session 

The session began with the introduction and felicitation of our guest   Dr Shweta 

Jain with a sapling. And after the introduction, Dr Jain talked about the 

importance of personality and the way it enhances an organization, varies by 

role and trade. How for managers and business leaders, having the ability to 

motivate and encourage your colleagues while also understanding their 

shortcomings, is critical to an organization's success. Ma’am has further 



explained the nine most common personality types of entrepreneurs (The 

Improver, Adviser, Superstar, Artist, Visionary, Analyst, Fireball, Hero etc.) 

However, she told that it has been tested that after you perceive your personality 

type, it becomes easier to understand why people treat you the way they do. 

Understanding your personality type and that of others close to you can help you 

build a stronger relationship with them.Ma’am also has conducted an activity 

that was related to test the student’s personality and to guide the career they can 

opt for in accordance with their personality type. 

 

Learning Outcome 

In a recapitulate manner our personality is exclusive and formed by several 

factors. We are individuals, contributing to something bigger than ourselves. 

However, we tend to conjointly relate to others, we tend to share aspects of our 

personality with others. Furthermore, success depends more on personality 

traits, such as perseverance and conscientiousness, than intelligence alone. 

 SEMINAR ON JOB PROFILE 

Date:17th September 2019 

Time: 12:30-2:00 

Venue: Sophia Girls’ College (Autonomous), Ajmer 

About the event 



The seminar was conducted by Department of Management for the career job 

profile in MBA. The CA Nikhil Nainani helped the students by providing them 

correct guidance regarding their future career.

Details of the session 

Mr. Nainani has explained the significance of each field in MBA and gave the 

clear information about the career in MBA. The opportunities for the students 

looking for and the ability for compa

kind of candidates are required by corporates nowadays.

 

Learning Outcome 

The students got the clear picture of their career and which field they have to 

go according to their capabilities and interest

 CAREER FOR CMA STUDENTS

 

The seminar was conducted by Department of Management for the career job 

profile in MBA. The CA Nikhil Nainani helped the students by providing them 

guidance regarding their future career. 

Mr. Nainani has explained the significance of each field in MBA and gave the 

clear information about the career in MBA. The opportunities for the students 

looking for and the ability for company side. They told the students that which 

kind of candidates are required by corporates nowadays. 

The students got the clear picture of their career and which field they have to 

go according to their capabilities and interest 

FOR CMA STUDENTS 

The seminar was conducted by Department of Management for the career job 

profile in MBA. The CA Nikhil Nainani helped the students by providing them 

Mr. Nainani has explained the significance of each field in MBA and gave the 

clear information about the career in MBA. The opportunities for the students 

ny side. They told the students that which 

 

The students got the clear picture of their career and which field they have to 



BBA with CMA 

Date:4thOCtober 2019 

Time: 12:30-2:00 

Venue: Sophia Girls’ College (Autonomous), Ajmer 

 

 

Orientation Programme 

On 4th October 2019, a orientation programme of CMA and ACCA was 

organised by Department of Management in collaboration with ISDC. 

Objectives of orientation programme 

1. To create the awareness towards professional certified course 

CMA. 

2. To make students future ready for the professional management 

accountancy. 

About the Event 

The event began by welcoming the honourable moderator Mr. Varun 

Sharma and Mr. Shawn. They highlighted the importance of skills in 

today’s era and enlightened students on how to relate your theoretical 

knowledge with required professional skills. They also suggest the students 



that to become a global professional, they should focus on career rather 

than job. Which they can build after knowing their own area of interest. 

 

 

 

Learning Outcome 

This program helps the students in exploring various international courses 

available in the field of management. Also, it helps to identify the need of 

professional accountants in future, where the students can make their 

career.  

 STAFF & STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMME 

Date:27 January - 2nd February 2020 

Venue: Sophia Girls’ College (Autonomous), Ajmer 

 
MAIN OBJECTIVES:  

• The main objective of students exchange programme was the students will 

interact with each other .  



• The students will understand the different culture and the Education system 

of various colleges.  

• Student will share their views and ideas.  

 
 Activities organized at college level 

The students exchange programme was initiated by Sophia Girls’ College for 

the interaction and learning the culture of the other colleges. There various 

colleges came from different cities including students as well as faculty 

members. At college level they had so many activities for them such as 

seminars, games, field visits, city tour etc. 

 

 

Activities organized at Departmental level 

At departmental level, faculty members who came from JABALBUR AND 

GOA taken some classes of B.B.A – 2 and B.B.A -3. The teacher who came 

from GOA had taken the class of BBA -3 and taught them about the scope of 

entrepreneurship, importance and the future scenario of this. The teacher who 

came from JABALBUR have taken the class of BBA-2 andtaught them about 

the importance of communication skills and how they can implement this in 

their behaviour, because communication skills required in every fields.  

 



The students came from different colleges have also attended the classes and interact with 

the students and they have learnt the culture of Sophia Girls College.The students were 

coming from various colleges also went to Ajmer tour. 

 

Learning Outcome 

The students of Sophia Girls College and other colleges have enjoyed the company of each 

other. They learnt the culture of different institution along with the new dimensions in 

teaching. They have enhanced the attributes of their personalities by sharing knowledge 

with each other, along with upgrading their communication skills.  

 

Field Visit 

 Campus Visit to IBS, Jaipur 

Date: 19th December 2019. 

Place: Sophia Girls’ College (Autonomous), Ajmer 

About the event 

College plays an important role in the personality development of students. This is the need 

of the hour as it is essential for the holistic development of students and their survival in the 

competitive world. 

On 19th December, 2019, some students of our college went to IBS INSTITUTE, JAIPUR to 

attended the one-day personality development program. The workshop was taken by the 

coordinator of institute.  

 

 



Details of the Visit 

Ma’am Shweta has started the workshop with a very creative introductory session, where 

teachers and staff of the college

introduction children were provided with breakfast which energies them for the further 

secessions. 

This was followed by the campus visit, by the students of the institute, after the visit there 

was a secession organized for the students of our college. In this secession students were 

told how important their dreams and desires are for developing their personality. It was 

stressed that they need to have passion in life. Students were also given tips for

improve their communication skills and most importantly they were emphasized that they 

should love themselves and never lose confidence. After the secession a quiz activity was 

organized for the students and at last the principle by their wisdom sp

secession. For last, there was lunch organized for the students, which make them refreshed 

again and after lunch we move back again the way to our college.

Learning Outcome 

In all to sum up, it was a well

students and to discover themselves. And allow them to know that how much 

self-development is important for a person to survive in this competitive world.

 7th International Conference Youth 2025

RE-IMAGINING LEADERSHIP FOR A GLOBAL WORKFORCE

DATE: 17-18 January 2020 

VENUE:Jaipuria Institute of Management 

ABOUT THE EVENT:

organised a two-days Internati

Objectives 

 To provide opportunities for discussion and information sharing 

platform for r

 To enhance their presentation skills

Ma’am Shweta has started the workshop with a very creative introductory session, where 

teachers and staff of the college introduce themselves in a very novel way and after the 

introduction children were provided with breakfast which energies them for the further 

This was followed by the campus visit, by the students of the institute, after the visit there 

secession organized for the students of our college. In this secession students were 

told how important their dreams and desires are for developing their personality. It was 

stressed that they need to have passion in life. Students were also given tips for

improve their communication skills and most importantly they were emphasized that they 

should love themselves and never lose confidence. After the secession a quiz activity was 

organized for the students and at last the principle by their wisdom sp

secession. For last, there was lunch organized for the students, which make them refreshed 

again and after lunch we move back again the way to our college. 

In all to sum up, it was a well-thought-out workshop for motivating 

students and to discover themselves. And allow them to know that how much 

development is important for a person to survive in this competitive world.

7th International Conference Youth 2025 

IMAGINING LEADERSHIP FOR A GLOBAL WORKFORCE

 

18 January 2020  

Jaipuria Institute of Management  

ABOUT THE EVENT: The JaipuriaInstitute of Management has 

days International Conference.  

To provide opportunities for discussion and information sharing 

platform for researcher.  

To enhance their presentation skills 

Ma’am Shweta has started the workshop with a very creative introductory session, where 

introduce themselves in a very novel way and after the 

introduction children were provided with breakfast which energies them for the further 

This was followed by the campus visit, by the students of the institute, after the visit there 

secession organized for the students of our college. In this secession students were 

told how important their dreams and desires are for developing their personality. It was 

stressed that they need to have passion in life. Students were also given tips for how to 

improve their communication skills and most importantly they were emphasized that they 

should love themselves and never lose confidence. After the secession a quiz activity was 

organized for the students and at last the principle by their wisdom speech ended the 

secession. For last, there was lunch organized for the students, which make them refreshed 

out workshop for motivating the 

students and to discover themselves. And allow them to know that how much 

development is important for a person to survive in this competitive world. 

IMAGINING LEADERSHIP FOR A GLOBAL WORKFORCE 

The JaipuriaInstitute of Management has 

To provide opportunities for discussion and information sharing 



 To enlighten students regarding future concept of management in 

2030 

 To provide relevant exposure to the students. 

ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED: The institute has organised two activity 

one is poster – making competition and the other is paper presentation the 

topics were same for both the competition. 

DETAILS OF PAPER PRESENTATION 

 ON 17th JANUARY 

 It was started with an Inaugural Session which was all about a wise leader 

must always allow himself/herself the uncomfortable luxury of changing 

his/ her mind. Wisdom lies in knowing that with time the values they 

espouse and the skills they have gained may no longer be relevant. That 

the only true role of an old leader is to build a new leader. The half part of 

the conference was conducted on day 1 with the following tracks/themes: 

Track 1 Practicing Global leadership  

Track 2 Developing Leadership  

Track 3 Ethical Leadership and governance  

 ON 18th JANUARY 

The second day we had plenary session about developing future leaders. 

The remaining themes were conducted on day second as given below: 

Track 4 Managing Global Workforce  

Track 5 Managing well-being  

List of students, presented the Paper 

Group No. Name of 

Student 

Class  Topic 

Group III Priyal Jain 

Khushi Gupta 

BBA II Mental wellbeing of Work Force 



Group IV KomalGianani

Anjali Kumawat

 

 

Details of Poster Presentation 

16 girls have participated from Sophia Girls’ College, Ajmer, were divided in 

9 different groups. They presented posters on various themes related to future 

perspective in 2030. 

 

KomalGianani 

Anjali Kumawat 

BBA II A Study on consumer perception 

on marketing ethics. 

Details of Poster Presentation  

girls have participated from Sophia Girls’ College, Ajmer, were divided in 

They presented posters on various themes related to future 

A Study on consumer perception 

 

girls have participated from Sophia Girls’ College, Ajmer, were divided in 

They presented posters on various themes related to future 

 


